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What do you
think of it
SOFER?

We may have been dodging
some torrential showers, but
nothing’s stopped the Hogsback
ride-out
programme,
which
incredibly, is more than half way
through! We’ve already done
well over 50 rides, including 10
weekenders with more than 30
to go.
So what do you think of it so far?
(Steady now!) Seriously, though,
we surveyed the Chapter to get
a clearer idea of what you were
looking for at the end of last
year. We took on many of your
comments,
but
if
there’s
anything you want to tell us at
this point, let us know! Are the
rides
going
to
interesting
places? Are we publishing
sufficient information? Are you
enjoying the riding? Could we be
doing anything better? You can
write
confidentially
to
feedback@hogsbackchapteruk.o
rg or drop a note for my attention
at the dealership. If you don’t tell
us anything different, we’ll keep
on doing what we’re doing!
In the meantime, it really is
Summer and SOFER 8 is upon
us! Yes, this is the eighth time
we’ve joined forces with 1066,
Invicta, Oxford and Thames
Valley Chapters to put on the
biggest and best HOG Rally in
England. All 2,000 tickets have
been long sold, and the finishing
touches are being put to another

corker. We have some great
bands again – inside and out –
including the fantastic Aaron
Keylocke Band, the return by
popular demand of The League
of Mentalmen, and late night
headline acts New Amen Corner
and Apart From Rod.
Vera’s LOH ride on Fri evening
is themed on Captain Jack
Sparrow, this year leaving from
the Pavilion and Hogsback’s ride
the next day is a lovely country
route to the Parrot Inn at Forest
Green.
.

Sign up for them at Rally
Registration. Or if you prefer,
why not set out on the Hogsback
LOH Poker Run? You could win
£100 cash and get valuable
points for the Chapter Challenge
– see Carl for details of how you
can help Hogsback win some
huge trophies for our display
cabinet at the dealership. GH-D
will be there big time, so pop in
and see Russ, Mike, Mick and
the team in the Traders Area for
‘Win a Harley’ tickets, Lucky
Dips and the awesome HarleyDavidson Experience Truck.
There’s far too much to tell you
about SOFER here, so we’ve
put it all in a convenient FAQ
sheet – download it from the
website to find out where to
camp and what to do – and most
importantly, details of the
sumptuous Sat evening BBQ –
free to Hogsback Chapter
Members!
If you’re coming please note
carefully the new access to and

from the site this year and
please, please, please,
if you aren’t on the Volunteers
list don’t turn up at the Rally
before 10am on Fri 5 Aug when
the Rally opens. That way, we
can avoid problems with extra
rent arising from unauthorised
camping. Thanks for your
cooperation on this. To help site
security with this matter, we
have moved our August Club
Night. It’s still at Bisley, but on
the 11th, the Thu after the Rally.
Either way – hope to see you
there!
We were very upset to hear
about the untimely death of
Chapter Member Martin Oliver at
the beginning of July. He made
a significant mark on our events
with his crucial involvement in
the extraordinary Carnaby Street
set at Christmas 2009 and the
Hogsback raft, and helped many
others in his quiet, gentle way. A
posse of Hogsback riders
attended his funeral on 25 July,
along with a number of his
beloved Hot Rods. We will miss
him.
Dik Gregory
Director & Road Captain

Guildford Custom
Cycles
CLASS WIN AT Bournmouth

You’ll be pleased to hear
that it’s been a great start
to the riding season at
Guildford H-D; there’s so
much to celebrate - so to
share the success here
are a couple of things
worth noting.

community of people that
are
passionate
about
everything Harley.

GH-D is

#1

in

New Bike Sales

&
Customer Service
Thanks to YOU

In
May
our
newly
launched
‘Guildford
Custom Cycle’ brand
achieved #1 in the
modified Harley class at
the California Dreamin’
Custom
Show
at
Bournemouth with the
fantastic ‘Twin Pan’; you’ll
even see it featured on
the front cover of the next
edition of American V
magazine which is no
mean feat!
Also in May we were #1 on
new H-D sales in the UK
which is the result of a
whole load of hard work
from the Team, but it also
reflects the support of a
very active and vibrant

More notably in June we
were noted as ‘Best in
Class’ on Customer Service
out of all of the stores in the
UK, we pride ourselves in
our warm and friendly
atmosphere and resolving
issues with a sense of
urgency so it’s a massive

indication of success for us.
I would like to thank all of
you for taking the time to
positively complete the
customer feedback forms
sent out from the mother
ship at H-D UK, it makes
such a difference to the
whole experience when our
Team feel valued and are
noted by H-D for being first
class.
To continually improve the
experience at the Store I
am delighted to announce
that Chris Nicholson has
joined us in the Parts
Department to support
Dawn & Mick. This area of
the business has been
stretched this year so Chris
is a very welcome addition
to the family. Although new
to H-D, Chris’ passion for
the brand certainly isn’t and
since relocating back to the
UK this year following some
time Stateside a major goal
of his was to work at an HD Store, I think you’ll agree

that there’s no better place
to fulfill his passion than at
Guildford H-D. So when
you’re around please do go
over and introduce yourself
as he’s looking forward to
getting to know you all.

If you haven’t been in to
see us or been on the
website for a while we have

finally managed to get a
good selection of pre-loved
Harleys, so why not check
out the bikes online or even
better come and see them
in the flesh. There’s always
new stock coming in and as
its moving fast please do
take the time to check them
out if you’re thinking about
a change!
Once again I would like to
thank all of the Hogsback
Chapter members for their
loyalty and support of the
Store. As always it is great
to see so many of you

week in and week out, and
with the bulk of the riding
season still ahead there’s
always a smile and freshly
brewed coffee waiting for
you! See you soon....RUSS

Hogsback meets
the
Pink Ladies.
How much money can four Harleys raise for
Alzheimer’s in one hour? We were invited to take
part in the Wentworth Ladies day fundraising event
for Alzheimer’s at the Wentworth Club on Friday
night. The idea was to let everyone get photos of
themselves on our bikes to get in the mood for some
retro grease gang action on the night!

Catherine, Steve, Karen, Gaz, and Dell duly
assembled at the meeting point at Bisley Pavilion in
the pouring rain at 5.30 on Friday night thinking
how cold wet and miserable it was – but being
bikers there is no such thing as bad weather – only
inappropriate clothing – so off we set to arrive
outside the very imposing Wentworth club, passing
Aston Martins Bentley and even a vintage Chevy on
the way to the party.
We rearranged the furniture (as usual) to
commandeer a big patio umbrella (complete with
lights and heaters) to put two of the bikes under for
th photos shoot. Tickets for photos at £10 a go were
being sold by Anita’s little helpers on the door and
eager punters were shepherded in the rain around to
the two bikes to experience the mighty V-twins,
while we stood back and took in the views of the
Pick Ladies dressed (or undressed) in their finery for

the evening. By the way – the amazing answer to
the question at the beginning – we raised over
£2,000 between 6.30 and 7.30 which we passed over
to Anita for Alzheimer’s.

Sammy Millers Harley Ride Day
For once the weather forecasters were right – not
flaming June this time – but flaming wet and
flaming windy all day on Sunday. The urban myth
that 99% of Harley riders do not go out in the rain
was confirmed as fact as 1% of the Hogsback
Chapter assembled on the Hogsback on Sunday
morning in the pouring rain to head off west into the
eye of the storm. After a very wet 90 mile ride to
and through the New Forest (usually wonderful in
the sun!) the five of us made a triumphant entry into
Sammy Millers Museum car park to join the one
other solitary Harley parked forlornly in a puddle!
Yes – 80% of all the bikes in the Sammy Millers
Harley Ride Day were Hogsback!
Once inside in the warm and dry and after a full
English and tea to revive the systems we spent a
very interesting and informative couple of hours
looking round the 400 bikes on display and happily
reminiscing on:
a) when we built one of those from a box of bits
(when we were 14)
b) when we fell of one of those in the snow
(and not just once!) and
c) how we wanted one of those but couldn’t
afford it

After looking around our favourite bikes again in the
hope that the downpour would abate (it never did!)
we set off for another two hour scenic ride back in
the wet through the New Forest and Winchester,
arriving safely back in Guildford to (in my case) a
reviving mug of tea and a hot bath!

2011 Ride program – Dell Evans
Well we are over half way through the ride
program season. The chapter so far has
conducted 37 day runs (26 to go) and 9 nights
away type events (5 to go). The most bikes
attending an event was 45 for the Roman place
run with Steve Palmer in April with the least
probably 2 of mine where it poured with rain (oh
well maybe I'll be lucky in love).

The most challenging run has to be the
Endurance ride 875 miles in 15 hrs (your mad!)
though a close run thing with Midnight Madness
marshalling 30 bikes around central London well done road crew. The easiest run –
Compton Fete 2 miles from Rykas - Catherine
didn't even ask if members had a full tank
before departing.
________________

So downhill from here we best make the most
of the rest of the season and thoughts are
already turning to next year in particular
planning for the hog rally in Portugal where we
already have an extremely high number of
members intending to go.
_________________

Err Janet … did I say I love you ?

Hogsback
has a new
member
called Oliver
I am writing on behalf of my
son Oliver who you met on
Saturday to thank you, Mike

passing on his kind words of
inspiration to him.

Hogsback Chapter UK
visit the Trust.

Today he has shown off his
membership badge with pride
at school as well as the
Guildford patch that was
lovingly sewn on to the back
of his jacket by his
grandmother.

(an excerpt from the Hawk
Conservancy Trust
Newsletter)

Thank you again for
everything he is totally thrilled
by the experience, hope to
see you all again soon
fondest regards
Floyd Toussaint-Kaye
§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§§

and Graham for arranging for
him to be the hogback
chapters youngest ever
member.
Thank you for taking so much
time out to talk to him and
please thank Graham for

Over 20 leather-clad
members of the Hogsback
Chapter UK of the Harley
Davidson Owners Club made
a visit to the Trust recently
and had a most enjoyable day
out.
The car park was filled with
the most amazing looking
motorcycles and a photo
opportunity was too good an
opportunity to miss!
The World of Birds of Prey
flying demonstration had the
group enthralled.
Assistant Curator, Jimmy
Robinson, (pictured holding
the eagle) said 'they were a
fabulous bunch and said that
they had a great day and
fantastic show that many
of them would remember for a
long time.'

A view from behind the
camera...
1

editors will post one "shoe" snapshot here.

(Always happy to oblige – Ed)

The Hogsback Chapter Committee has recently
appointed me ʻHead Photographerʼ for the
Chapter, which is a new committee position.
Ever the opportunists, the editors of the
Hogsback News, Dave and Czes, moved faster
than any Harley will ever do and invited me to
write a regular column for our newsletter. So
here it is, my first
"View from behind the camera".
Most of the last rides were heaven for
photographers. They have each added a new
element to the format of bikes and Chapter
members. These include;
• U.S. muscle cars,
• eagles, hawks and vultures
• Dutch harbours full of sailing boats,
• hunting dogs,
• the Croatian coastline,
• the children of Shepperton or
• musicians from Illegal Eagles.
They all mixed very well with our shiny metal
and leathers. We have even ridden to view
colorful and historic ladies shoes. Unfortunately
copyright law prevented us from publishing
those pictures. Lawyers!
This newsletter is members only, I hope the

Zooming with my lens on leather dressed
members focusing on their shiny new patches,
can make some members a bit shy, especially
the new ones. I can assure everybody, that we
will never publish knowingly embarrassing
pictures.
Road Crew and Committee members are by
training immune from embarrassment, they are
logically also excluded from this promise.
Some people wonder at the speed with which
photos of the last rides are published in our
Hogsback Chapter photo galleries. Well, one
reason is pure self-preservation. There are so
many wonderful Chapter events, with two
sometimes 3 rides per weekend, that one can
only keep up to date by trying to publish the
photos within 48 hours.

This years Xmas Party, or even better, the End
of Season party, will be spectacular, and again
designed around a colourful photogenic theme.
I am already looking forward to capturing your

costume creations through my lens. Everybody
should mark a large “X” on their calendar for the
evening of December 3rd!
For the road crew and ride leaders, a ride-out
often entails hours of preparation. This
includes; exploring the route, finding and
reserving parking, booking or reserving facilities
and attractions in advance, and finding personal
time to ride the route on advance. This to
ensure that on the day things donʼt go wrong
and ʻyou the memberʼ, have an enjoyable
worry-free ride.
Similarly, to get our best pictures online in a
timely fashion, photographers spend hours after
each ride sorting, selecting, cropping and
trimming their photos.

Chapter Photographers from 5 to 7.
These two new nominations double the number
of "non-Road Crew" Chapter Photographers
from 2 to 4, and should facilitate coverage of
Chapter
events
by
official
Chapter
Photographers.
It was interesting for me to meet and chat with
HOG Chapter Photographers from various
corners of Europe during the rally's in Croatia,
BeneLux and Ruedesheim. As we exchanged
experiences and impressions, a recurring
theme emerged: that often the "shot of the day"
comes
from
a
member
without
the
"Photographer" patch. I fully concur, so please
continue to snap away and send in your best
pictures to images@hogsbackchapteruk.org for
inclusion in the Chapter photo Gallery.
Should you have so many of them that your
email provider prefers to go on strike, just
contact me to arrange for a shared DropBox
invitation. Please do not reduce your pictures in
filesize or quality, original resolutions are
always the best to work with.

Road Crew, Photographers and all other
Committee members combine to try, as a team
to maximise the ride/membership experience
and memories for Chapter members and their
friends. We all welcome your contributions, your
feedback, positive or critical, is always
appreciated.

Phew, that's it, my first "View from behind the
camera", I hope you found it informative.
If you want me to answer a specific question
relating to photography or rides publicly in this
column, just send it to my email. Have a safe
ride and now polish your bike, dress up and
enjoy our very own SOFER 8 weekend.

The Chapter Committee has supported my
recommendation that Richard Francis and Paul
Treacher
be
offered
official
Chapter
“Photographer” patches. This is in recognition
of their photographic contributions so far, and to
encourage more of the same.
Please join the Committee in congratulating
Paul and Richard, as we are convinced they
very much deserve their new patch. These
important nominations now take the number of

Axel

Head Photographer

Lambs to the
Slaughter
July 7-10

Ride Leaders;
Roger, Andy & Carol

a New Participants
perspective…
I’ll admit it. I was, frankly, a
little anxious at the prospect of
this weekend away. While I
had been on numerous day rideouts, this was my first weekend
away with the chapter and
while I knew some club
members to nod a hello to, I felt
like I was about to spend a
whole weekend with
strangers…..

Friday dawned wet and wild,
and it was 31 damp Harley
mounted souls who met at the
Burger King; damp on the
outside but high spirits on the
inside! A pre-ride briefing and
presentation of a melon later,
and we were on our wet way; a
well organised and steady run
to Oxford Harley for a tea and
nibbles and mooch about stop
before carrying on to our lunch
destination. Though raining
hard outside, the food and
company inside was warm and
great and Annie and I began to
make some new friends to say
more than a hello to. A quick
whip round to get us a syndicate

few tickets for the £166million
lottery, and on to our bases for
the next two nights.
A quick, wet walk around
Bourton on the Water then
freshen up for the Taxi to the
Lamb and dinner with the group
– a great evening with Carol
trying to make sure everyone
got the food they had preordered, with Paul Taylor doing
some unsolicited food tasting…
Taxi back had us in bed by
midnight, and a leisurely 1030
start the next morning.
What a great tour around the
Cotswolds had been organised
for us lambs! Delightful
countryside and picture perfect
villages and in spite of the rain,
an excellently paced and hugely
enjoyable ride. Lunch was in a
most elegant venue and we
even managed to eat outside in
spite of “negative wave” Dave’s
gloomy looks up at the sky…
after lunch the rain truly set in
but the tour continued and we
turned some heads in the
otherwise quiet villages we
passed through. A stop for a
tour of and cream tea in Burford
before the trip back to base.

And in case you hadn’t
gathered – we didn’t win the
lottery jackpot, but that didn’t
matter a jot.

singing with gusto…

Another taxi ride to the Lamb
and nobody in any doubt as to
their food order thanks to Carol
– even Paul! Our three
shepherds even managed to
organise three birthday cakes
for the birthday girls, Maggie,
Sue & Lynn, on the trip! Guess
there’s nothing to help you
celebrate your birthday like 31
pairs of Harley riders lungs

mooch about the village for a
few little gifts before a well
paced ride back. Big thanks to
Andy and Roger for organising
and executing the ride, and of
course Dik for being the
sweeper. The drop off system
worked excellently thanks in no
small part to Tracy most
elegantly pointing out the actual
millimetre of road on which

Sunday morning brought a nice
day – dry anyway! And a

you were to stop to show the
others the way!! No doubt all
will be looking at the photos,
most of which seem to have

been taken by Axel, who has to
be the coolest chapter
photographer ever. We had
barely switched our engines off
before he was around, camera
in hand with his signature hat
on. How does he do that so
fast?!
To those who are thinking
about a weekend away with the
chapter, I would say, in the
words of the Nike ad, “Just Do
It!!” It’ll be great fun.
Oh yes - and you don’t have to
worry; there are no strangers in
the Chapter, just friends you
haven’t met yet…
Ken and Annie Hall

CROATIA
Summer 2011

Ride Leader ; Robin

Day 1 tunnel to
Saarbrucken (Merzig) ;
386 miles
Beverly and I travelled down
to Folkstone the night before
in glorious sunshine, Cliff is
already in France and the
rest came down in the
morning
It was very overcast as we
waited for the rest to arrive.
They had ridden through rain
most of the way, we realised.
Still spirits were high and it
wasnʼt raining at Eurotunnel.
Phil hadnʼt appeared up at
the terminal, or check-in, but
when we moved round to the
train he was already there.
Safely together on the train
we talked about the journey
to come. Of course we were
all excited about the trip to
come and Axel even cleaned
his bike on the train!!

HE obviously knew that
Calais would be dry.
Everyone was keen to
understand how we would
ride as a group and how
hard we would be riding and
how many stops we would
make etc.
I explained that this was a
holiday and yes the hotels
were booked so we had to
do the set miles for each
day. It would be a mix of
“bimbley” bits and motorway.
I also said that we would be
stopping every hour or so for
coffee or fuel or just to
stretch legs.
I find that if you stop
frequently, attention levels
stay high and people enjoy it
more as they can interact
with each other.
We set off from the train and
picked up Cliff on the way.
Golly had hurt her back on
the new bike and was flying
down. We did of course point
out at every opportunity how
selfish Cliff was, buying a

bike that his wife couldnʼt get
on.
We crunched some mainly
motorway miles and got to
Merzig late that afternoon.
We had a sunny ride through
France, Belgium, Luxembourg and a bit of Germany.
It was of course a long day
already for some of us, as
they had been up early that
morning to get to the tunnel.
The hotel was great, people
friendly, beer superb, Rooms
were great, food very good
and all very cheap! We had
picked up a straggler on the
way and had arranged for an
extra room at the hotel. A
great first hotel.
We set the rule for 08.00
breakfast and on road at
09.00.
Day 2 Merzig to
Berchtesgaden
428 miles
A long day that started with a
ʻbimbleʼ in the Black Forest
and a visit to a closed Harley

dealer, ring them first is now
the motto. I hadnʼt really
planned on going to them
and only did because we
passed so close. It cost us
time though and we were
then later arriving in the
Berchtesgaden area than I
had planned. The important
part was that by doing a long
day we had broken the back
of the journey. The ride had
gone well and motorway
discipline was good.
Did I mention Axelʼs hat? He
had decided that he needed
to keep it handy as it was so
hot and when we stopped he
needed to protect his head
(aka
bald
patch).

motorway to the next
junction, so I did. Sadly that
took us past the securicor
equivalent that police the
buying of vignettes (Austrian
road tax). Apparently we had
driven past an opportunity to
buy one and therefore we
were all fined 65 euroʼs. See
axelʼs pictures for a very
sheepish Robin.

I felt very guilty at this point.
Now dark and we are late for
the meal.

Harley Davidson and Axel
had his bike checked out as
it had a funny smell. Old
Spice I think ! We left and
rode some cross country

The hotel kept the food on
for us but the food was
average. Still a great hotel in
a great location though.

Alpine roads for a while. We
had allowed time for the
mountains - how right we
were to do that !!!!

The views in the morning
were great though.

The scenery was fantastic
and we took our time and
enjoyed it.

Axel had attached it under a
bungee cord, but sadly it
took off on a fast bit of
motorway, crossing the
central reservation, and was
never seen again.
Right at the end however I
messed up, Sally sat nav
reckoned the quickest way to

Day 3 Berchtesgaden to
Ljubljana ;
193 miles
More superb weather!! We
stopped off at Salzburg
the hotel was to go into
Austria and along the

We then hit the motorway for
the last bit down to Ljubljana.
We had, of course, bought
the Slovenian vignette!!
Still the weather was great,
but only minutes from the

hotel we went through a
short but heavy shower.

internet. The couple who ran
the hotel were lovely and
very helpful. Parking was
private and off road, rooms
were spacious and clean.
We then had a good meal on
the seafront as a group.
Cliff then had to go to Zadar
and pick up Golly. The only
downside was that the
Internet connection wasnʼt
working.

Day 4 Ljubljana to Biograd
251 miles
It had rained overnight but
was now dry and sunny.
Everybody was anxious to
get down to the Rally and
start enjoying themselves.

cross-country to the Croatian
border.
We stopped for lunch just
before the border as we had
euros but not a lot of Kuna
and the little bar/pub/
restaurant that we stopped at
said that they would feed us
meat and chips for 8 euro a
head. We said ok and had a
refreshing glass of mineral
water while we waited. The
food arrived and it was
enormous! 8 euroʼs buys a
lot in Slovenia!
Anyway - then on to the
border. The border guard
had not been briefed about
ABC rides as he got very
grumpy when we stopped in
no mans land between the
checkpoints to get the
photoʼs of the Croatian sign.

We covered around 50 miles
of motorway and then went

We made it to Biograd and
found hotel. Just as on the

beer without worrying about
your bike.

This Hotel was very good
too, with an “all you can eat”
buffet meal for 8 euro. We
rescued a couple of fathers
with sons from Dunedin
chapter who had nowhere to
stay. Our hotel had rooms
and we were glad to help
them out. The guys very
kindly bought a case of beer
to say thank you, and helped
us enjoy it.

Day 5 Biograd and
opening of rally,
It didnʼt seem to be that
crowded at first, which was
great as we didnʼt have to
struggle for pins and badges.
It gathered pace later and
there were bikes all over.
How nice it was to just walk
to the action and have a

The weather was still
gorgeous and we went
swimming in afternoon. The
Local Council (I assume) had
laid fresh crushed stone on
the beach and it looked very
pretty but all those new
sharp edges made it hell to
walk on. Still the water was
lovely and Axel (complete

with new hat) and I splashed
about for a while and put the
world to rights.
It then seemed to get into an
endless line of ice cream and
beer. The location was
superb and the locals
wanted us there and it was
all so cheap. Very unusual to
be somewhere where we

were wanted, with the sun
shining and with cheap beer.
We discovered why the
internet wasnʼt working,
some workmen for the rally
had cut through the cables!!!
We all met for a group dinner
then watched the bands and
went to bed. Not the same
bed and not at the same
time.

Day 6 Biograd and Plitvice
lakes (waterfalls);
208 miles
The official ride out had done
this the previous day when
we had wanted a day off so I
organised a ride out with 5 of
us to the national park and
was amazed to see a…

Beware of the bears sign, Bikes
park free here at the park and I
assume the two things are
related.

Martin and Jackie Wild have
made it, they had been to
Budapest first and were
meeting us at the hotel.

The scenery to the lakes was
great and we stopped for a
coke midway as it was very
hot, very rural and I kept
expecting Burt Reynolds to
show up with a bow and a
banjo.

We had arranged for the
hotel to do a traditional
Croatian meal for us, which
they did and was superb. All
enjoyed it and then went
down to more music and
more beer. Really great not
having to ride to the venueʼs.

We walked around the lakes
and Axel kept nagging us
about the best position and
light and so on and after 20 –
30 takes he managed to get
a few nice pictures or so he
said.

Did I mention how great it
was, not having to ride to the
venueʼs?

The weather was, of course,
gorgeous and everybody had
a good time. We really felt
sorry for the few traders that
came, as they had gone
through a lot of pain to get
there. But – the Trader
Village wasnʼt big enough to
draw in the crowds.
Everything starting to wind
down finishing with a superb
fireworks display.
It has been a good rally and
Biograd have done their best
to welcome us and I for one
would be happy to go back
there.

Day 8 Biograd to Trieste ;
209 miles
I had allowed lots of time for
this short (in mileage) run as
I wanted to hug the Adriatic
coast all the way up to
Trieste.

As you are riding around
Croatia you can see the
damage on the walls of
buildings from the war. We
talked to quite a few locals
who were happy to give us
their versions of events.
Some of the stories were
quite harrowing.
As it was another hot day
when we got back to the
hotel it was time for beer.

Day 7 Biograd parade ;
48 miles (Parade)
Off we went to Zadar to start
the Parade and the ride back
to Biograd. Thousands of
bikes and bodies are out
lining the route watching the
spectacle. I think the city of
Zadar was at a standstill and
every policeman was on duty
lining the route.

The run was really quite
challenging, but the road
surface was good, the
weather was perfect, and
every time we stopped there
were fantastic views. The
route was full of twisty stuff
with something new around
every corner but it was still
cheap, as we were still in
Croatia for most of the way.
Once we were in Italy it was
a quick scoot to the hotel,
which was again a good one
with private parking, good
rooms and helpful staff.

One downside was that
because they did not do
evening meals we had to go
out to a restaurant. This, due
to a wrong assumption on
my part, turned into a bit of a
route march. It paid off in
the end as the real reason,
of course, was that I was
worried about fitness levels
so I took all on a 3 mile hike
up hill and down dale to earn
their pasta.
Day 9 Trieste to Telfs
(Innsbruck) ;
246 miles.
This was Grossglockner
High Alpine Road or not day
and I had to make a choice.
Peter wasnʼt feeling too
good. (that route march
again) He wanted us to carry
on and he would make his
way up the motorway on his
own. I felt this was a recipe
for disaster and had a
meeting with all and we
agreed to take the less
challenging route to
Innsbruck. We still managed
to get lots of pretty bits in

though. The weather was still

it was siesta time and they

as ever glorious.

were going to be shut for two
hours!!! Luckily we found a
automatic pump in a station
which was in itself an ordeal
but we all managed to fill up
and get on our way again. In
one of the pictures you will
see a log pile, this became
known as Gollyʼs logs!

We also stopped at Udine
Harley who were shut.
Starting to feel that Harley
dealers make too much
money! We did meet up with
some Norwegians with
whom we had a long chat
and who were putting their
bikes on a train at Innsbruck
to Dusseldorf! Not sure that
counts as biking!!!
As we went through
mountains of Italy to get to
Austria, we needed to fill up
but all of the petrol stations
were shut and I realised that

By changing the route it was
more time consuming and I
abandoned my plan to call in
at Innsbruck Harley. Which
in hindsight turned out to be
a good decision.
Got to hotel and we arranged
food for the evening and
sorted the rooms out. Again
a great hotel and very very
cheap and good value.
Weather forecast not great
for the next couple of days.
Using my brave face now!

Day 10 Telfs to HufingenBehla 199 miles

rain. It was really miserable
riding late in the rain.

A fairly short day and we had
intended going back to
Innsbruck to see the dealer
but the telephone number
was not working so we
figured it too had gone to the
wall.

Our hotel had good beer and
food, they allowed us to put
most of the bikes in their
garage. After we had eaten,
Axel introduced us to his
favourite schnapps. From
then on it became quite a
long and enjoyable evening.
Tomorrows forecast was still
not good. More wet to come.

We therefore went over the
Fern pass. The roads were
great, as was the weather.
We then headed down to
Fussen to see the Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang castle.

Day 11 Hufingen-Behla to
Limburg 230 miles

We did the rest of the Black
Forest and sprinted up the
motorway to Limburg.
At last it was Sunny again!
Brave face firmly consigned
to the top box. (TourPak
surely – Ed)
The next hotel was the one
that I was worried about as it
was in town. However the
rooms were great, the
parking was around the back
and secure. The owner even
allowed us to use his
pressure washer. Phil was
first to clean his bike and that
set off John, myself and
Axel. In the end we cleaned
the all of the bikes.
The food in the evening was
great and Axel reacquainted
us with his favourite
Schapps.
Day 12 Limburg to
Leeuwarden 289 miles

After lunch we headed off to
Staudach to the Harley
dealer. A great reception by
a lovely crew. So we bought
stuff!!!! They told us that
Innsbruck dealer had ceased
trading but that a new one
was opening next week.
They also warned us that the
weather was closing in and
we should make a run for it.
So we waterproofed up and
headed for Hufingen. We got
caught and had to ride the
last couple of hours in the

We moved on to different
roads for everyone today, a
mix of Black Forest and
motorway riding. We have
quite a lot of boring miles to
do but with more interesting
bits in the Black Forest as
well.
Sadly its still raining, and it
continued to do so all
morning. We were glad to
see the back of it by the
afternoon. We filled up in a
tiny garage in small hamlet.
That took ages. . .

A very sunny motorway day
today! We discovered that it
was bank holiday so we
couldnʼt even break the
monotony by visiting dealers.
We did have lots of breaks
though. We stopped for
lunch in a pub where they
still smoked and the woman
serving was over 70. Pretty
good food but it did take a
while. Not surprising I
suppose.
After lunch we decided to go
through the town of Arnhem
and see a bridge too far …
but missed it!

Whilst leaving Arnhem we
stopped at a garage for a coffee.
A woman, (having filled her car
up with LPG), decided to drive
off with the hose still attached
to her car, despite lots of
shouting she managed to rip the
hose off the pump!
As we prepared to dive
under the tables we realised
the fitting had a failsafe on it
and no explosion was going
to happen. We could then
chuckle and the female jokes
came out.
Anyway we got to the hotel,
which was a typical chain
hotel, rooms were identical
and pretty clean, the staff
were very good but struggled
to cope with the numbers.
Went into town to eat and
picked the pizza place with
no pizza dough left as it was
a bank holiday and everyone
had eaten out.
To top it all Axel had left his
replacement hat in Limburg
at the hotel. Luckily it had not
been taken and his pin was

intact! We all went to bed
knackered.

guessing and they went
away shaking their heads.
I followed them to the rally.
Axel was mourning his hat
so we tried on a few to see if
it helped. Not sure it did but
we had fun.

Day 13 Leeuwarden 55
miles
Rally opens at 14.00 so time
to go and see the local
dealer, sun still shining.
Dealership pretty empty as
most of their stuff is at the
rally!
Killed some time by not
switching on the sat nav and
trying to remember from the
map where the rally was.

Eventually Axel and Cliff got
grumpy and said that I was
going the wrong way.
I explained that I was only

They had elected to have a
rally currency, which worked
really well for them in that it
appeared that they got a cut
of everything. I feel it just
made things seem more
expensive.

Day 14 Leeuwarden
166 miles
We decided to do the long
Rally Ride-out (7hrs) to the
11 towns of Friesland. It was
a really hot day and we rode
the narrow little roads in
groups of 20. This made it a
really tiring ride, but we saw
some great little harbours
villages and cities and we
got a pin for it!
The ride Captain was great
and kept us all together. He
also told us the story of the
tiles on the bridge! Every one
who speed-skates the 11
towns on ice-skates gets to
put a tile of themselves on
the bridge creating a
permanent record, which
looks great.

There were also some
veteran cars and bikes doing
the same thing as us but the
other way round so we kept
seeing all these super cars
and bikes!

Everyone was waving and
saying hello and it was a lot
of fun. We had another
ʻbimbleʼ around rally and
went back to hotel for a
meal. We were too
knackered to go back in
evening but others who did
said the girl band were
brilliant.
We planned an early start to
get on road promptly in
morning to try and avoid
worst of weather that was
coming forecast. Remove
Brave face previously stored
in top box. (Or TourPak - Ed)

Day 15 Leeuwarden to
Calais and home ;
395 miles
Everyone up early and we
get off before the planned
time!!! A first.
First hour or so is ok then the
heavens opened and we
went through rain for a
couple of hours. We stopped
for a coffee mid way through
and stood at the take away
shop rather than go in and
drip on the café.
My Sat nav decided to take
us through the center of
Antwerp which was
interesting but a pain, we got
separated and we all met up
at a service area just outside
Antwerp.
Now back in sunshine we
cracked on and got to within
70 miles of Calais when
Howard alerted me to a
problem. Oil was coming out
of his engine pretty quickly
so we pulled off the
motorway and had a look.

It was coming out from the
rocker rod seating and we
didnʼt have the right tool to
tighten the nuts. All we could
do was to tighten them the
best we could and hope for
the best.

We are under a time
pressure now for the tunnel
crossing so I split the ride
and Cliff took the majority on
to Calais (and made the
tunnel early and got across
well) and Beverly and I
stayed with Howard who
intended to try and nurse his
bike back to England. Logic
being was that Beverly had a
spare seat where I could put
Howardʼs and my luggage
and Howard could pillion me
if we had to abandon the
bike.
Luckily we didnʼt have to and
we crept along the motorway
at 50 with Beverly and I
protecting Howard and
stopping to check the oil.
We got to the tunnel and
Howard got through quickly
but it took us a while
because of using the same
credit card for both bookings.
We assumed that Howard
had gone straight to

departures and went straight
there where we met up with
Alan and Sue Wise but no
Howard. We chatted on the
phone and he said he was
on the later train and would
see us soon.
When we got to UK it was
raining and the M25 was all
snarled up. Got home at
20.30, unpacked essentials,
ate and went to bed!!!

to hear you got home OK
Howard; hopefully it will be a
minor fix (if there is such a
thing in the world of Harleys).
To Robin, what a great trip
you organized, with great
care and attention to the
stops and also ensuring that
all riders were catered for.
Look forward to seeing you
all soon,

3,300 miles, through
countless countries and
special rides.
From Howard Pullen;
Thank you all for your
company I really enjoyed the
whole trip apart from the last
little bit of course.
Thanks to Wobin for being
such a great organizer.

Overall it was a great ride in
nice company with great
weather (apart from 2 days),
would I do it again? Yes in a
heartbeat!
3300 miles, really good
hotels, great food, good
roads, superb rallies. You
only have to look at the
pictures to get the flavor of
the ride. The comments
below provide the
background.
From Alan Wise;
Well done you all. Special
thanks to Robin, great route
and selection of hotels. (just
need to get a new Garmin!)
From Brian Skinner;
Thank you Robin, it really
was a great trip, I enjoyed
everyone's company, the
hotels, the biking roads and
the rallies. Glad to hear the
Evo got back to the UK.
I hope to see you all soon.
From Peter Ostinelli;
I too would also like to thank
Robin and the rest of the
group for what was a most
memorable trip. I am pleased

From John Greenwood;
Many thanks Robin, for all
the hard work you put in for
such a successful run, I think
you just need to work a bit
harder on the weather.
From Axel Thill;
Was great pleasure riding
with you again, like last year
around lake Como, this year
the water falls in Croatia and
11 cities in Friesland. These
14 days are full of memories
that stay for long. In the next
days, I should be able to
start to publish some
pictures.
My special thanks to Robin,
who did a great job in
leading us safely for over

From Phil Harper;
Thanks for a great trip, I
hope all of you got home
safe and well, catch up with
you guys soon!
From Cliff Michie;
Thanks for all your hard work
in pulling everything together
and making it happen. It
worked really well and we all
had a great time. Golly also
thoroughly enjoyed the ride,
so thanks for getting the right
mix of riding and stops.
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What YOU need
to know to get the
best out of the
Bisley Rally!

ALL YOUR BISLEY RALLY QUESTIONS ANSWERED!
Well, the important ones anyway...
Where can I get tickets?

When can I pitch my tent?

Tickets are £30. Contact Sharon or buy online

It depends. If you are a Listed Volunteer, you

at www.sofer.uk.com. Selling fast though -

can set up on Thu 4/8. Note - Site Security

less than 200 left in mid May! Please note that

will have the Volunteer List and they will turn

Tickets are NOT available from GH-D. Tickets

away unauthorised campers. If you are not a

not needed for accompanied kids under 16.

Listed Volunteer, you can arrive any time after

What do I get for my money?

10am on Fri, when the Rally officially opens.

Two full days of 2,000 people just like you,

How do I become a Listed Volunteer?

their bikes, great live bands, mass ride-outs, a

Thank you! See Sharon. But please be aware

ride-in bike show, Chapter Challenge games,

that all Listed Volunteers will be called on

many good food outlets, affordable beer, and

from early on Fri morning to man the Arrivals

a great deal of fun in a chilled venue that is

and Banding stations, and other areas.

just about perfect for it all.

Isn’t our Club Night on Thu 4th?

Can I buy tickets on the Gate?

Not this year. Our Aug Club Night will be at

No. It will be a sellout again.

Bisley, but is deferred until Thu 11/8. This is

What about accommodation?

so we don’t complicate Security’s task in

SOFER Rally site at Bisley
Showing location of Hogsback HQ camp.

Important: Gate change for 2011!

Bisley on 1 Apr. Only 50 or so were reserved

In 2011 all SOFER traffic will be required to use
the new entrance in Queens Road and there will
enforcing the Volunteer Lists.
be a one way system in use around the site. The
Is Hogsback having a party at the Rally?
usual NRA entrance will be reserved for nonYou betcha - for the whole weekend! Come to SOFER traffic and Emergency Vehicles.

for Rally Volunteers, and all the rest went

our Chapter HQ for a free cold beer or soft

within a day or two. See www.sofer.uk.com

drink through the whole Rally. Don’t forget to

for nearby hotels, but most of those rooms

toss a coin or two into the charity bucket! On

went very quickly too. This Rally is popular!

Sat around 6pm (after the Chapter Challenge)

Where will Hogsback be camping?

come along to Norm & Dave’s Hogsback

See Hogsback HQ on map – this page.

Chapter BBQ for a truly amazing feast!

Most people camp – it’s a great atmosphere.
If not, there were 200+ beds available at

Map thanks to Google Maps

www.hogsbackchapteruk.org

EAT RIDE PARTY!

What’s happening Friday?

What’s the Chapter Challenge?

Ride your bike asap through Arrivals and get

A lot of fun! We have high hopes of getting

banded up. This is when you need your ticket.

better than 3rd place this year. But we need

Unbanded people and bikes will not be

Chapter Members - YOU! - to enter. The Poker

allowed to remain on site. Ride round to

Run is part of it with points (and cash!) for the

Registration (opposite the Pavilion) and get

best hands. There is honour to be won! Huge

your Rally Pack. Then it’s chill time! Get

cups too, for the Chapter cabinet in the

oriented. Visit the Trader Area. Pop into our

dealership! Sign up with Carl at Club Night or

own dealership stand - this year featuring the

in the Chapter camp area from Fri - the more

amazing H-D Experience Truck! Ride a Demo

that enter, the better we’ll do! The fun and

Harley. Enjoy the afternoon bands. Eat at any

games run from 3pm-6pm on the field behind

of the many food outlets. Hang out at our

Registration. Please come whether you’re in it

Chapter HQ and have a beer. Vera’s LOH

or not - we need your support!

Captain Sparrow Ride leaves in the early

What’s happening Sunday?

evening. Check out the bands in the Pavilion.

Recovery. Breakfast. Tear-down. Clear-up.

Enjoy the sights of 2,000 bikers having fun!

How can I help?

What’s happening Saturday?

First, by volunteering as Rally Crew - see

As for Friday! Plus you could join Hogsback’s

panel on this page. Second, by entering the

mass ride-out to lunch at The Parrot in Forest

Chapter Challenge on Saturday via the Poker

Green. If so, you need to pre-book in

Run and field games. Most importantly,

Registration. Ride is capped at 150 bikes. Or

though, be there. Make sure of your tickets

you could enter the Hogsback Poker Run -

today! We can’t wait!

pick up a form from Registration. You could
win £100 cash for yourself AND win us
valuable Chapter Challenge points! Enter your
bike in the Ride-in Bike Show. After lunch,
come along to the Chapter Challenge - see
Carl to help us win it! At 6pm it’s round to
Hogsback HQ for the unmissable Norm &
Dave’s BBQ. Enjoy more great bands
throughout the day and evening. And don’t
miss the massive fireworks display at the end!

The South of England Rally 2011 is the 8th year of a
collaborative venture by 5 neighbouring Chapters
and is officially sponsored by HOG UK

Rally Crew Volunteers needed
Volunteering as Rally Crew not
only helps the Chapter do our
bit. It also makes you feel much
more part of it and have even
more fun. Ruth needs people to
assist in the Poker Run and we
need crew for the Arrivals
station. Contact Sharon to get
on the Volunteer List. All Listed
Volunteers (and ONLY Listed
Volunteers) qualify for early
arrival on Thursday 4/8.

“Buy your
rally tickets
from me
NOW!”

A weekend of festival

September 1st – 4th

BERNKASTEL
Mosel Wine festival
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